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becoming widespread and
accepted
carrpuses that only yesterday had
stern housemothers enforcing curfews on their
charges.
Trial marriages are no longer a novelty
Coed dorms

are

on

It's

The Brother wore skirts

a

whole

new

world.

Legally however it is almost as complex. The
various Civil Rights bills that have been passed
can be broadly interpreted as forbidding any
organization from being all-male or all-female.
In practice, the government has moved only in
limited areas. Primarily, action has been taken only
against those fraternal groups who have been
provided housing or housing benefits by their
state-supported schools. If state

or

federal funds

"

benefit the group, then the group
cannot discriminate on the basis of sex.
"underwrite

or

Will fraternities have to go co-ed?
Should they? Feminists, the government,

So fan the solution has been that the fraternal
groups must pay the full freight for their housing,

and

including fair market value for the university-owned
land they may be occupying.
The fraternity world is keeping a close eye on
government actions, however Interpretations of
various statues tend to change determined by the
bureaucrat in charge that day
The serious examination of coedity in frater
nities, however, is something that cannot be laughed

even

(gulp!)

men

tilt at tradition.

Fratority? Sorternity?
Is

a woman

nity house

a

who becomes

a

member of

a

frater

brother?

The

generally accepted wisdom that fraternities
are all female is being
From
two
fronts.
challenged.
Legally And by those
who are sincerely wishing to explore new avenues
of fraternal living.
are

all male and sororities

The two sometimes become confused. And that
is part of the problem.
The whole idea is
The issue

one

loaded with emotion.

up at the 1974 National
Convention of Alpha Sigma Phi. And it was the
came

talk of the convention. The chapter at Stanford,
faced with university rules governing housing, was
seeking to admit women to membership.

The problem arose due to several years of
mediocre rush results for the chapter Faced with
house to run, the chapter opened its doors to the
general student body to cover expenses.
The University housing department has ruled
a

�or

smirked� away Women

are,

after all, already

living in Alpha Sig houses at Stanford and at the
University of Pennsylvania.
University of Oklahoma, Alpha Gamma
Delta Sorority and Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity shared
the same chapter house. This experiment was a
co-operative rather than a co-educational
arrangement.
The sharing of the house solved a housing
shortage. Areas for each group were separate
and private.
The experiment worked and worked well. A
brother-sister relationship developed between the
chapters. The two groups did tend to participate
At the

in some events on campus as

a

team, but the iden

tities of the separate chapters remain

strongly

that those admitted to residence must also be

entrenched.

admitted to membership. And there can be no
discrimination based on sex if the housing unit

Sigma Nu's chapter at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology decided to try true co-ed living.

is to be truly open.
Avenues are being explored by the Grand
Council to help Stanford solve its problem.

Women

But the idea of admitting women to member
ship in Alpha Sigma Phi was aired on the convention
floor And firmly rejected.
The concept doesn't die there, however
Fraternities are changing as their social en
vironment

changes.

They

were

were

rushed and moved into the house.

not initiated

initially

The chapter was very open and deliberate in
its experiment. It obtained approval from the

school, from alumni and its national office before
proceeding. Some minor modifications were made
area; one shower room
for men, another for women; two

(a partition in the dorm
was

designated

toilets remained

undesignated.)

stand

by and

see our

existing sororities

and fratern

ities threatened!'

Why
In

by

did they want

coedity?

complete report and study prepared
chapter they said: "We do not view coedu

a

the

very

cational living as a drastic response forced on us
by the pressure of other groups. ..Our ideal is to

bring people together
and

women

as

people, to enable

men

to be close friends and to stimulate

intellectual and social relationships rather than
purely sexual ones.. We hope and expect that
members of a coed group will develop a rare kind
of natual relationship, one free of romantic and
sexual ties yet also without the rivalry sometimes
found between siblings. We view coedity as a chance

for

us

to contribute

valid in the

something truly exciting and
principles that define our group"

What about sex?
The chapter

forthrightly

the question:
"Sexual relations between members of the house
are

not

goals
'

encouraged

answers

in any way. Since one of

our

is to free ourselves of the pressures of
dating, sex within the house is some

standard'

what contrary to our general philosophy. In practice,
we have found that sexual relations are, if anything,
the

exception. As a rule, people have simply
become close friends, as we had envisioned.
By such openness about what it was doing, by
continuing reports and studies, the chapter con
rare

"

vinced all concerned that it

was

indeed serious.

It sought and received from its national convention
waiver that would allow it to initiate women.

a

joined the house had placed
initiation fees into a trust fund against the possible
day that they would be allowed full membership.)
In asking for the waiver the chapter said:
"We feel it would not be in the interest of Sigma
(Those

women

who had

Alpha Sig Niels Schultz, Jr (Stanford '35), looks
on his college days and reacts to the idea of

back

coed fraternities: "It does make

me

feel out of touch,

because I
that

was

much

as

time has

always thought it was nice to have a place
exclusively male in its environment, as
I recall liking girls at the time. Maybe the
come

that the difference between

men

and

has diminished to the point where it no
longer makes much difference. However my per
sonal opinion is still rather well expressed by 'Vive

women

le difference!' As
has lived with

a man

who has

helped raise and

family of four daughters, my advice
would be that they forget this idea and stretch out
a

their male option
in

a little longer!'
Anthropologist Lionel Tiger of Rutgers University
his book Men in Groups asserts: "If males bond

because it is in the nature of the beast' to do so,
then this places

a

considerable burden both

on

seeking to join these bonds and on those
willing to allow females into groups when this
may signally affect the groups and the relation
between group members. One intriguing example
of this is the secret society; only exceptionally are

women
men

these heterosexual. They are mostly all-male and
when women do join them, this appears to mark the
end of the

society's particular drama and effect

its surroundings!'
The thought is

on

sobering one.
enough to close the case.
The Bulletin of the Interfraternity Research and
Advisory Council, Inc., has stated: "A chapter that
a

But that is not

is useful has programs which add to an individual
member's educational and social experience!'
And coed fraternities, say

some

people, do just

that, a

Nu in the foreseeable future to remove the male
membership requirement. We feel that coedity is

something that requires great thought
of a chapter^'

on

the part

In fact, the coed chapter felt that most chapters
would and should remain all male.
the
that

The chapter may have moved a bit fast following
presentation of its report. The last word was

suspended the MIT group.
There are certainly voices against the idea.
Virginia L. Jacobesen, Alpha Delta Pi and
Sigma Nu

had

National Panhellic Conference secretary has said:
"To those few fraternities that airily proclaim they
are rushing women members in the name of equality
and those women who seek membership under the
umbrella label of sex equality', I say examine your
motives. Coed fraternities have been tried before
and failed. They will fail again. ..but we cannot
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From the editor

THE TOMAHAWK
of Alpha Sigma Phi

Fall, 1974
Vol. 71, No,

More than a
You're

reading

and different kind of

a new

Tomahawk.

The Tomahawk is the oldest college fraternity magazine,
it first appeared in November 1 847 at Yale College and
continued until the College suspended it in 1 852. Since
its revival in April 1 909, it has been published continuously.

It looks different. It "talks" in

ports

different

on

It reflects

To

new

Editor Evin Varner

IVIanager Ralph Burns
Direction Marty Washam

give Ttie Tomahawk

traditional

Chapter

Cover photography by Gary Ludw/lck.
Publication and cover design by ivlurray
Craven and Dennis Pearson

there is

,

quarterly by the Lawhead Press. Inc..
Athens, Ohio. U.S.A. for Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity. Fifty cents a
copy. Life subscription, $15.00. All remittances payable to Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity, 24 West William St., Delaware, Ohio. Second
class postage paid at Athens, Ohio and at additional mailing offices.
The Tomahawk is published

Change

of Address Form No 3579 should be

Delaware Ohio 43015,

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Founded at Yale College, December 6, 1 845 by Louis
Manigault, S, Ormsby Rhea and Horace Spangler Weiser
Executive offices; 24 West William Street, Delaware, Ohio
43015,

George B, Trubow, Grand Senior President, 7202
Ridgewood, Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015,
Robert A, Allen, Grand Junior President, Johnstown

Sanitary Dairy 400-422 Franklin Street, Johnstown.
Pennsylvania 15905,
George E, Lord, Grand Secretary 1 24 West North
Street, Lima, Ohio 45801

things

are

so

missing.

such is missing. That's because
publication called The Old Gal

news as
a new

publication to and about the chap
what's happening, on problems,
solutions. It is published with more frequency

The Gazette is

a

ters. It reports

on

on

than The Tomahawk. We think you would find The
Gazette interesting reading. If you'd like to be

placed on the mailing list, let us know. (We think
enclosing a contribution with your request would
be a nice touch� to cover postage, printing and
handling plus helping the Fraternity in general.)
For many years, there has been discussion about
the Tomahawk. It is a publication for "alumni" or

for "actives"? Or

a

mixture?

We think it is neither. It is

a

publication for and about

In fact, we'll avoid

using words like alumni and

Louis DeLuca, Grand Marshal, Special Assistant to
the President, Richmond College, Staten Island, N,Y,
10301,

Richard A, Dexter Grand Councilor 13855 S.W,
Barlow Place, Beaverton, Oregon 97005,
Richard R, Gibbs, Grand Councilor 1501 E, 6th St,,
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74120,

Administrative Staff
Ralph F, Burns, Executive Secretary 24 West William
Street, Delaware, Ohio,

Chapter Consultant,

24 West

William Street, Delaware, Ohio,

ac

tive. Those terms suggest that one is active in Alpha
Sigma Phi only while an undergraduate and that
after leaving school, one is an alumnus, not a Broth
(We see red when someone says "I was an Alpha

er,

Sig",

,

Alfred B, Wise, Grand Treasurer 28 South Franklin
Street, Delaware, Ohio 4301 5,

A, Anderson,

face and format is

Sigma Phi changes,

the Fraternity.

Grand Council

Gary

a new

more.

Gazette.

Editoral Offices; P. O. Box 4351 Charlotte,
North Carolina 28204

POSTMASTER:

re

You'll notice in this and future issues that some

Business

sent to 24 West William Street

different tone. It

editorship. But it reflects much

bit scary. But as Alpha
should our publications.

Staff

a

things.

a

Art

new face

or a news release refers to a Brother
former member of Alpha Sigma Phi ".)

Not

so

in

life, he's

our

thinking.

A Brother is

a

as

"a

Brother for

alumnus. And he should certainly
Alpha Sigma Phi for more than his
undergraduate years. If he isn't, he is cheating him
self out of what can be the most rewarding part of
the Fraternity experience.
We'll try to report on what is happening in the fra
ternity world. On what is happening in our special
world of Alpha Sigma Phi. On what our Brothers are
doing and achieving. We'll try to report on what you
never an

be active in

want to read about� if

you'll

let

us

know your

wishes.

A

complete directory ol Alpha Sigma
on

Phi

Fraternity Is available

request to the executive offices.

Your response, your support and help will be very
important. A publication should be a device for twoway communications to be
can

keep the cycle going.

truly effective. Only you
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They were brought up short, however by the
financial report of Grand Senior Treasurer Al Wise.
For the Fraternity faces a severe financial
crunch. Income from

pledge

and initiation fees,

from funds and from giving programs has decreased
while costs have soared.

Staking

The delegates responded by increasing pledge

out new

fees from $25 to $30 and initiation fees from $75
to $85. And

directions

by

a

call for increased efforts

on

the

part of undergraduate chapters to rush harder, to
add to 'The Old Gal's coffers through increased
"

manpower

Delegates face realities, then
call for

a

It

revitalization of

Alpha Sigma

Phi

during

be

was

difficult to know what programs would

financially possible during the next two years.
delegates outlined the things they wanted

But the

next two years.

to see undertaken if funds are available.
�

The immense Seven

Pa.,

roams

the side of

a

Springs

resort at

mountain like

an

Champion,

architec

tural glacier The management hands out maps of
the hotel and its multi-levels and annexes.

More direct communication between the chap
Council, Undergraduate Ad

ters and the Grand

visors to the Grand Council and National head

quarters staff. The convention specifically suggested
that there be

personal visits and a program
on a regular basis.
�
Improved publications. A return to quarterly
publication of The Tomahawk was requested. In
more

Delegates to the 1974 National Convention of
Alpha Sigma Phi needed those maps as they went
from business sessions to committee meetings to

of telephone contact

luncheons to workshops. Even with the maps, dele
gates sometimes had trouble finding their way

addition, it

But there

question that they knew the
direction they wanted their Fraternity to take in
was no

the next two years.
Reflecting the changes

edition be
�

recommended that the summer
enlarged and serve as a rush vehicle.
was

New Publication.

Delegates asked for

publi

frequent basis,
serving to inform chapters about Fraternity action
cation that would be issued

medium

ideas and information could be

today's campus and
the current challenges facing Alpha Sigma Phi,
delegates staked out new directions, sought new
operational techniques, confronted financial

and

realities and asked for additional support for

prospects about Alpha Sigma Phi.

on

a

on a

as a

so

shared between chapters.
�
Better rush materials. Delegates called for up
dating of leaflets and other materials used in telling

undergraduate chapters.
They found time to enjoy themselves, of course,
as only a group of Alpha Sigs can.
They sang under the direction of Brother Larry
Lukas (Ohio Wesleyan '42) and his piano or accordian. A Convention Chorus evolved and per
formed at evening functions.
A time to share

They played tennis. They swam. Younger
Brothers even scaled nearby mountains (particularly
at night). But mostly they gathered in front of the
chalets where most of the Alpha Sigs were quartered
and talked. Small groups would form, talk animatedly
for

an

hour

form. It

break up and other groups would
time to share, to learn, to gain a new

or so,

was a

dimension of Brotherhood.

Delegates arrived at the convention's business
sessions with a long shopping list of new projects
and services that they want Alpha Sigma Phi to
undertake.
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And there

Improved Province structure. The convention
reaffirmed its support of the province system, but
urged that additional organization and recruiting
�

efforts to be expended

on

this program.

Extension. While expressing the desire to add
chapters, the general consensus of the convention
�

was

that efforts should go first toward

strengthening

present chapters.
�
Graduate Brothers. A convention study

a

real effort to communicate with their

graduate brothers. And there was a call for grad
uate brothers to get solidly behind the Fraternity
through annual giving programs.

Responsibility

Chapter finances. The convention reminded
chapters that bylaws stating that pledge and
initiation fees are to be collected and reported in
advance must be followed. The convention strongly
recommended that chapters refrain from carrying
accounts receivable of members and pledges by
disassociation of the member or by contributions
of members to reimburse the chapter
Much of the discussion around the chalets in
the evenings centered around Tau Chapter, Stanford
University's proposal that women be initiated into

Fraternity
came

to a vote, it

was

soundly

went back to the chapters from the convention will

have impact on Alpha Sigma Phi long after the
record album can be played no more.

Awards:

a

job well done

Highlighting awards made at the 1974 conven
tion was the presentation of the Distinguished Merit

Honored in absentia due to illness of both
were Russel M. Hoverman (Pennsylvania
35), and C. Russel Kramer (Rutgers '31). Both
received the Distinguished Service Award of Alpha
Sigma Phi. Brother Hoverman served as a member
Brothers

of the Trustees and

as

Treasurer of the Tomahawk

Fund from 1964-1974. Brother Kramer has served
as a

member and

as

Chairman of the National Law

Committee of the Fraternity from 1957 to the

present.
Grand Senior President Miller announced that
the Grand Senior President's Award

But the convention charged the Grand Council
study the question in detail, covering the legal,

social, educational and other relevant dimensions.
The opinions of graduate and undergraduate
Brothers are to be sought. An interim report is to
be made at the 1975 Educational Conference and
a

final report at the 1976 convention.
Grand Marshal George Lord reported

posed ritual modifications

as

on

pro

directed by the 1972

convention and the 1973 Educational Conference.
These

approved and put into use at the ex
emplification of the ritual on Friday evening.
Somehow, within the days, there was still time
were

for

an awards dinner for election of a new Grand
Council, and for election of three men to serve the

Grand Council

undergraduate advisors. Sand
wiched in was a gala banquet with special awards
to outstanding graduate Brothers and outstanding
as

chapters
There
new

was even

time for

a

demonstration of

a

Alpha Sig tradition� the pie flip. Brother

George Trubow demonstrated. And

to the horror

of waitresses, other Brothers followed suit

was

given

to

Gamma Chi Chapter Indiana University; Alpha Pi
Chapter Purdue University and to Delta Epsilon

Chapter Rio Grande.

defeated.
to

talk. In small

president of the Cincinnati Reds. The award recog
nizes his outstanding accomplishments in his chosen
profession.

of chapters

When the issue

more

Award to Brother Robert L. Howsam (Colorado '38),

�

the

time for

com

mittee underlined the request for an improved and
more frequent Tomahawk. Chapters were urged to
make

was

large groups. To share. To search. To store
the
up
things that each delegate would take back to
his chapter along with the record of Fraternity songs
that each was given.
If Seven Springs was successful, the things that
groups. In

Right: Retiring Grand Senior President
Robert Miller adresses convention.

Below, left to right: Miller Mrs. Miller
Robert L. Howsam {Distinguished
Merit Award winner), Mrs. Howsam,
Mrs,

George Trubow

and GJP Trubow,

Mrs, Robert A, Allen and Grand Secre

tary Allen gather at the final banquet.

A, Former GSP

Raymond A, Glos presents scholarship awards,

Grand Council (see elections story), left to right.
Dexter, Miller, Allen, Trubow, Lord, Wise and Gibbs, Not pic
tured: DeLuca, C, Gathering at the chalets, D and E, A new
B, The

new

tradition� the Alpha

Sig pie

G, Burns takes notes

on a

toss, F, A break between sessions,

committee report, H, Grand Council

Advisors, left to right: Briner, Nyberg, Volpe, Perkins and
Lawless (see election story), Marty Nyberg, Oregon State, and
Ken Perkins. Indiana University, completed their terms at the
convention.
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The Alpha Gamma Upsilon Memorial Award for

outstanding progress in management, membership
and service went to Beta Psi Chapter, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute and
Washington

to Mu

Chapter, University

of

Elections:

Mu Chapter, Wake Forest, for 1971-72 and for
1972-73. The chapter was also presented with The

charge

to

a new

Council

A healthy portion of Convention 74 was spent
in committee meetings. Every delegate drew a
committee assignment� and quickly found out there
was a

The Summa Cum Laude Citation for the chapter
with highest scholarship on campus went to Beta

a

lot of work to be done. Committees even be

gan�voluntarily�scheduling meetings during

time

set aside for recreation!

was

One of the most important committee reports
that of nominations. Chaired by Dr Raymond

Grand Council Scholarship Award in recognition of
its outstanding scholastic record over a period of

E. Glos (Illinois '22), Past Grand Senior President,
the following slate was nominated and elected to

years.

lead Alpha

A second Summa Cum Laude Citation went to

Zeta Chapter, Ohio State University, for 1973-74.
The Scholarship Improvement award went to

Upsilon Chapter Penn State University for 1971-72
Chapter Bowling Green Univer
sity for 1972-73.
and to Gamma Zeta

Past Grand Senior President and Memorial Fund

Trustee Dr

Raymond E. Glos presented individual

scholarship grants.

State, Beta Omicron Chapter for his 3.754 average

point basis Majoring in mechanical en
gineering. Brother Powell is secretary and Marshal
of the chapter.
Friends of Rho Chapter (University of Minnesota)
award went to Paul Anthony Haskins, Theta Chapter
University of Michigan. Brother Haskins is a
journalism major with a 3.397 average. He has been
rush chairman, and secretary of the chapter He is
student manager of the University's football team.
4

The 1974 Scholar of the Year award

the next two years:

Grand Senior President, George B. Trubow
(Michigan '53). Trubow is General Counsel for the
President's Council Committee on Privacy
Washington, D.C.

Grand Junior President, Robert A. Allen (Purdue
'43), General Manager of Johnstown Sanitary Dairy,

Johnstown, Pa.

The Friends of Alpha Gamma (Carnegie Mellon)
Award for 1974, went to Richard Clark Powell, Tri
on a

Sigma Phi during

was

pre

sented to Timothy Patrick McProuty Beta Chi
Chapter, American University A senior Brother

McProuty has a 3.786 average. An industrial re
lations major he has served the chapter as vice
president and president.
Other awards presented included:

Grand Secretary George E. Lord (Ohio Wesleyan
'61). An attorney-at law, Lima, Ohio, Lord was pre

viously Grand Marshal.
Grand Treasurer, Alfred B. Wise (Baldwin-Wal
lace '43). President of the Delaware County Bank,

Delaware, Ohio, Wise

was

re-elected to this

position.

Grand Marshal, Louis DeLuca (Wagner '58).
Previously a Grand Councilor DeLuca is special
assistant to the president, Richmond College, Staten
Island, NY 10301.

Grand Councilor, Richard A. Dexter, (Oregon
State '60). A former field representative for the
Fraternity, Dexter is superintendent of buildings for
the Bell

System

in

Oregon.

The National Province Leadership Award to

Gamma Chi chapter Indiana University (1972-1973)
and to Beta Epsilon, Lehigh University (1973-1974).
The Tomahawk Award to Beta Omicron Chapter
Tri State

College,

1973-1974.

Grand Councilor, Richard B. Gibbs (Oklahoma
51). Gibbs has been an Associate Province Chief.
He is president of Automatic Engineering Co. and
the board of Claude Neon Federal Co., both of

on

The award for service to Delta Epsilon, Rio

Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Grande College, 1972-1974
Awards for

outstanding newsletters

to Gamma

Phi, Concord College, 1972-74; lota, Cornell, 197374; Alpha Pi, Purdue, 1972-73; and Beta Psi,
Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute, 1973-74.

It was out of the committees of undergraduate
Brothers that the direction and charge for the new

Grand Council

came.

Convention 74

We need to review

strategy in terms of
going? What, in our best

our

foresight. Where are we
judgment, lies ahead in American higher education?
The challenges
to action issued

many But many of the calls

are

by the committee

are

already being

Where

are

enrollments headed? Will the trend of

answered.

downward enrollments at many of our institutions
be reversed? It not, how do we deal with that?

A new Chapter Consultant is already traveling,
working with chapters to strengthen and improve

How about attitudinal changes among American
college students? What are, or will be, the biases,
the perspectives, the ways in which the college
fraternity experience is viewed?
To move forward, we will no longer content

their operations.

A chapter contact system� in person and by
telephone� by the Grand Council is underway

A

publication has been created that serves
get information to the chapters on a more timely

to

new

basis. Several issues of The Gazette have already
gone out

ourselves with the status quo. We will take cal
culated risks. We will tighten the operation of
every chapter We will accept

nothing less than

full participation from every chapter in rushing,
pledging, initiations and honest financial accounting.

strengthen existing chapters, we will es
tablish new chapters. We will determine that Alpha
Sigma Phi will not only survive, but prosper That
it will be an aggressive, forward-looking Fraternity,
and it will be quality all the way

We will

A "new;' improved Tomahawk has been created.

Scheduled for revision and redesign

are

rush mate

rials, manuals and other publications.

Miller:

At this convention I think you have identified
the strengths and weaknesses. Our strengths are
many and obvious. But the greatest strengths are

Identify the strengths

(Retiring Grand Senior President Robert E.
Miller (Connecticut '49) challenged the 1974 con
vention at its opening session and reviewed the
week's work at the final banquet. These selections
from Dr Miller's remarks convey the spirit of Seven

Springs.)
I believe that

we are

here because

elusive, this indefinable thing
We

are

here because

upon which

our

we

Society

we

we

buy this

principles

founded. We

are

here

to assist in the transmission of these principles and
ideals from one student generation to the next.
.

,

We

are

here to

assure

that

our

beloved organi

zation which survived repression during its early
years, wars, a major depression, a resolution of
social and moral values, violence and strife
campuses� will survive for

The

generations

on

to come.

problem of survival
The real problem with survival is finding others
come to accept our values and to develop

Fraternity

How do

It seems to

me

we

assure a

vigorous and healthy

we

must

identify the

strengths of Alpha Sigma Phi as well as its weak
nesses. By so doing, we can develop plans of
action� which are ideas� for moving this Fraternity
forward.

our

You have called upon the Grand Council, the
Secretariat and yourselves to give attention to spe
cific actions to move this Fraternity forward.

An internal problem
The very existence of

collegiate fraternity is
challenged repeatedly by variety of hostile ele
ments. These include the attitudes of college admini
a

a

strators, the attitudes of non-affiliated students, the
economy, declining enrollments and a long list of
others. But perhaps the most serious threat to our
continued existence is an internal problem� inertia.
A vague feeling that someone else is going to jump
into the breach to provide leadership and ideas.

Phi is faced is serious enough to demand the crea
tive leadership of every single member in every

chapter
I feel sure that the Seven

do that?

that

Our greatest weakness, perhaps, has been
in mobilizing these strengths.

difficulty

Gentlemen, the situation with which Alpha Sigma

who will

the necessary zeal to

undoubtedly the quality the vigor, and the deter
mination which we have among our membership.

call Brotherhood.

believe in the

was

Mobilize the strengths

will be

a

milestone in

forward. That

we

will

our

sing

Springs Convention

history. That

we

will

move

with renewed conviction

a

song that has been sung for most of our 1 29 years...
"There's no association in all this mighty nation,
that's an approximation to Alpha Sigma Phil' n

He is president of Norton-Children's Hospitals
Kentucky Having served in various

Alpha Sig Wade Mountz

in Louisville,

posts at Norton Memorial Infirmary since 1 951 he
became president upon the consolidation of that
,

Plotting the direction of
America's hospitals

hospital with Children's hospital in 1969.
The first from Kentucky to be elected to this
high post, Mountz has previously served as presi
dent of the American Prostestant Hospital
Association.
Wade Mountz is devoted to his job and pro
fession. One associate says that his lunch hour
runs from 1 p.m. to 1 :02 p.m.
He has a number of interests. He has organized
special meetings of Alpha Sigs in his area. He is an
avid worker with his hands in his workshop. And
enjoys photography Mountz and his wife Betty
along with several other couples, were instrumental
in the founding of a Louisville Methodist church.
He is a certified lay speaker

post. Brother Mountz will be at the
forefront of developments in American health care
services. He'll be consulting with government on
implementation of various health care programs.
In his

new

A firm believer in

the quality of hospital
citizen.
"There's been
as

planning, he will be pondering
care

available to the U. S.

lack of sensitivity in

Washington
particularly what
about� financing and all that goes
a

to what health care is all about,

hospital

care

is all

with it;' says Mountz.
I'm not at all sure that this country, with its

great

resources, can ever

everything they
Whether

hospital costs rising so quickly?
of the priorities that Wade Mountz
will be working on this year as chairman-elect of
the Board of Trustees of the American Hospital
Why

are

That's

one

or

not

provide for everybody

want in the way of health care.
we can

provide everything they

need is quite another matter."

Alpha Sig Wade Mountz will be working hard
make

sure

to

that need is met.D

Association.
The organization represents over 7000 U.S.
hospitals.
When Wade Mountz joined Alpha Sigma Phi at
Baldwin-Wallace College, he was already interested
in hospital administration.
An unusual career choice so early But Brother
Mountz had been impressed with a relative who was
in hospital administration.
He remembers
when things were pretty rough
on the farm where I was growing up (Winona. Ohio),
I recognized that here was a fellow who was always
happy in his work, going early and staying late and
experiencing tremendous satisfaction:'
After graduating from Baldwin-Wallace, Mountz
earned his masters degree in hospital administration
at the University of Minnesota,
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Wine

tasting 101?

Hospitality: a special
career

choice

Check into almost any major hotel in the world.
The odds are that your host was trained in part
member of Alpha Sigma Phi� Robert A. Beck.
For Alpha Sig Beck is dean of the School of
Hotel Administration at Cornell University.

by

a

Dean Beck is in charge of a unique institution.
The Cornell school was the first of its kind estab
lished anywhere. Today, with a faculty of 23, the
school is

an

The kitchen
stration

the creditial to have

in the hotel and restaurant field
or

today. In fact, there
four openings available for every Cor

nell hotel graduate.
Brother Beck is

a

graduate of the school him

self. After serving in the second World War (he was
Normandy invasion). Beck re
entered Cornell as a graduate student. He received

wounded in the

both his Master of Science degree and his Doctor
Philosophy degree from Cornell.

of

He

was

sauce can

result

in a

good grade

Hall, the hotel school's five-story building in the

degree from the school is

three

good

Much of Beck's domain centers around Statler

school in the country that is not part of another

are

a

independent entity, the only hotel

academic department.
A

classroom at Gorneirs School of Hotel Admini

is a

Here

appointed dean of the school in 1961

.

What is it like heading up a school where wine
tasting is a course, not a party?
"From the day a student walks in the door, we
give him a hotel," says Beck. "We sort of turn educa
tion around. We specialize from the beginning.
It is a specialized education. Of 1 20 credits
81

are

re

in

in other departments.
Alpha Sig Robert A, Beck heads
by running a real hotel.

a

student cafeterias and the university's faculty club.
The hotel's kitchens are manned by students in

food-preparation classes. They rotate jobs from day
to day: as a server, say, on Monday, a baker on
Tuesday, a hot-foods supervisor the day after.
The aim is to acquaint students with all aspects
of a hotel so they will be prepared to cope with what
ever problems arise when they become part of
management.
Under Beck, however, the emphasis has been
shifting� slowly� away from the trade school ap
proach toward more general and theoretical studies
a reaction to today's world of bigger business.
.

.

.

Where the student

"

required hotel
graduation,
courses, 15 in hotel electives, only 24 in electives

quired for

heart of the Cornell campus. The inn is a 50-room
hotel that also houses a restaurant, a rathskeller, a

school where students learn

tion and parts of

once

had to learn the func

furnace, now the emphasis is on
accounting procedures so the future hotel manager
will know when to repair and when to replace� and
a

furnace should burn gas or oil.
Dean Beck has also led the school into other

whether the

new

management, hospital and military
and,
feeding,
recently, condominium development

areas� resort

and management.
What kind of students study under Brother
Beck? "Our people tend to be more outgoing and
"

more
are

involved in

also

more

things,
politically

he says. But he says they
conservative� "manage

ment inclined;'

Dean Beck is

helping bring about the

world

wide revolution in the industry toward modern busi
ness methods. But he remains concerned about
the human element. "Sometimes," he says, "it
seems that the hospitality's gone out of the hospita

lity field;'
Alpha Sig Beck is working hard, however, to
make sure that true hospitality does survive D
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Among the Brothers

Alpha Sigs in action
Reports

on

activities and

achievements of members of
Alpha Sigma Phi across the country.

(Wake Forest '47), normally is in
volved with far-flung places as vice president of the
Bill F. Hensley

N.C Motor Club.
But

recently

the Wake Forest

graduate found

negotiations for a pro
football team. Representing the city of Charlotte,
N.C, Hensley was responsible for arranging the
himself in the center of

transfer of the WFL New York Stars football team
from that city to Charlotte. Here he joins with
team vice president Upton Bell, in announcing the
team's

quickly named the
and Charlotte, where Hensley is some

move.

Hornets

thing of

a

The team

was

hero, has gone pro football crazy

Gary R. Field (Oklahoma '66), has been named
District Manager of Automatic Sprinkler Corpora

responsible for
sales, engineering and installation of fire protection

tion's

new

Tulsa office. He will be

systems in Oklahoma and Northern Texas.
Jimmie O. Stahl (ONU '53), director of Mcintosh
Center at Ohio Northern University was a recent

recipient of the Drew Pearson Award for the best
program chairman of the year from the International
Platform Association. Mrs. Drew Pearson made the
presentation. Sharing the stage with Brother Stahl
was

Henry Kissinger and Sen. Sam Ervin.

Stahl has just been inducted into ONU's Athletic
Hall of Fame. He is known as the last four-sport
letterman at Ohio Northern, receiving awards in

football, basketball, baseball and track. Brother
Stahl is an advisor to the chapter at ONU.
David M. Baldwin (Illinois '30), Chief of the
Traffic Performance and Analysis Division, Office
of Traffic Operations at the Federal Highway Ad
ministration, received national acclaim for his

contributions to traffic engineering when he was
named recipient of the Theodore M. Matson Award.

Engineers makes the
distinguished engineer The

The Institute of Traffic

award each year to a
citation to Brother Baldwin said in part:
�'Dave Baldwin has

provided dynamic adminis

trative and leadership service to the Institute of
Traffic Engineers.. .He has given traffic engineering
career
leadership to countries of the Americas.. .His
covers a

period

of over

thirty-five

years of sustained

excellence and dedication to his profession:'
Brother Baldwin is a resident of Kensington,

Maryland.
Paul J. Maroon (P.M.C. '68) is sales represen
Electrondyne in San Francisco. He is

tative for B-D

selling patient monitoring equipment

to

hospitals.

Wajnert (Illinois Tech '61) is Vice
President-Marketing of the United States Leasing
Corporation, the country's largest equipment lessor
Headquartered in San Francisco, he supervises the
marketing for four regional offices and more than
three dozen branches in major U.S. cities.
Thomas G.

John W. Windhauser (Tri State '66), assistant
professor at Colorado State University, is the new

candidate in

mass

a

Benedictine College.

A call to

sharing
are

reminded that their annual

tribution to Alpha Sigma
provides
the support of the Fraternity.
In

Ph.D.

a

con

vital part of

today's economy, the need for all members to
giving program is particularly

take part in the annual

communication at Ohio

(Lehigh

resident of Oak Brook, III., Brother Sullivan is the
president of Illinois

volunteer assistant to the

Phi

important.

University
Robert T. Sheen

Thomas W. Sullivan (I. IT 28) has retired as
vice president of A.O. Smith Corporation, Milwaukee.
But he has already started another career Now a

All Brothers

editor of the College Press Review, the quarterly
journal of the National Council of College Publica
tions Advisers. Brother Windhauser is

Henry B. Hass (OWU '19), writes that while
traveling in Greece this spring he had the unusual
experience of looking up and seeing AI(j) on a
building! He looked closer and then realized that
a sign was blocking the rest of the word which
actually spelled out "insurance" in Greek!

Louis DeLuca, Grand Councilor and chairman
of the annual campaign, suggests that each Brother
send a check for $10 or more. Donations help under

'30), Chairman of the

Board, Milton Roy Company was the featured
speaker at the dedication of the Robert T. Sheen

write operational costs and service to the college

Science Center at Eckerd College, St. Petersburg,

chapters.

Fla.

Omega Chapter

John A. Jones (OSU '23) of Weirton, W. Va.,
recently retired as Assistant to the President of

Glen Morris (Penn State '20) in San Mateo,
Calif. Brother Morris held roster number 79 of
Upsilon Chapter He had been active through the

Weirton Steel Division of National Steel
He continues to be active in the

Corporation.
industry as a man

relations consultant. He

agement and public
elected to the position of Junior Supreme Governor
of the Loyal Order of Moose at that group's inter
national convention in Chicago this summer
was

Henry G. Hulbert (Chicago '21) and his wife
attended the Seven Springs convention and it brought

special memories. Twenty-one years before,
hospitalized in the area for 77 days following

he

back
was

an

automobile crash. "I left in 1953 on crutches� I'll
leave this time kicking up my heels;' declared
Brother Hulbert.

John L Armitage, III (D&E '57), has moved to
California. A vice president of Alcoa Towers, Inc.,
Aluminum Company of America's real estate sub
sidiary Armitage has been given additional

marketing manager for Century

responsibilities
City Plaza Theme Center Towers, a part of Alcoa's
giant Century City in Los Angeles.
as

Gary A. Youssef (Toledo, '70) is in Canada as
Associate General Agent of Globe Life Insurance
Company,

a

division of Swift & Co. He resides in

Edmonton, Alberta.

years in Fraternity work, particularly as secretary
of the Bay Area Alumni Council. A special resolu
tion at the 1974 National Convention
the service of Brother Morris and the

recognized
Fraternity's

loss at his passing.
John R. Hansen (Iowa '26) in Des Moines. He
had been a member of the Iowa Board of Control
(governing the social services agencies) and the

Highway Commission. He served his
Congess in 1965-66.
Iowa

state in

Joseph J. Biunno (Columbia '30) in Glen Ridge,
NJ. A senior partner in the Newark law firm of
Lum, Biunno & Tompkins, in one unusual case, he
recovered the original manuscript of the novel,

"Look Homeward, Angel" for the book's author,
During World War II, Biunno and

Thomas Wolfe.

Edmund Mancusi-Ungaro (Columbia '32) developed
a series of radio programs on Civilian Defense.
He was one of the founders in the Newark area
of Junior Achievement. He is survived by a brother,
United States District Judge Vincent P. Biunno

(Columbia '32).
Leiand H. Nielson

Calif.

(Columbia '16)

in Eureka,

Presbyterian names a room
David S Blankenship (Alpha Psi '28) unexpect
edly lent his name to a room in the Presbyterian
chapter house during homecoming ceremonies.
Blankenship was one of the founders of the Presby
terian chapter of Alpha Kappa Pi. He went on to
become the national president of Alpha Kappa Pi.
Blankenship was later instrumental in the merger of
that

fraternity into Alpha Sigma Phi and served on
the Grand Council of Alpha Sigma Phi. Sharing in
the event were Ralph F. Burns, executive secretary,
Geoff Hall, HSP of the Marshall University chapter
and John Erwin, HSP of Alpha Psi. (Hall, after four
active years in Presbyterian's Alpha Psi is now a

graduate student at Marshall.) Photographs in The
Blankenship Room honor the founding group of the
chapter Blankenship, now retired after a career in
the steel

industry, lives

Alpha Alpha's gold brick
Alpha Alpha, University of Oklahoma^ offers
a unique product: a $50 brick.
Obviously not an ordinary brick at that price.
The brick commemorates the chapters 50th anniver
sary. And it is doubly special in that it comes from
the chapter s now demolished house that served
Alpha Sigs for many years. The $50, of course, goes
to the Alpha Alpha Building Fund. Construction is
underway on a modern apartment/chapter house
complex. But, according to fund treasurer William A.
Brothers

lot of old bricks must be sold before all

Mathes,

a

the

bricks

new

would like to

can

be put in place. Any Brother who
of the world's most special

own one

bricks may place his order with Brother Mathes at
807A Cardinal Creek Blvd., Norman, Oklahoma
73069.

in Columbia, S.C.
A very special honor

New

chapter
Gary A. Anderson already has quite a few miles
under his belt for Alpha Sigma Phi A 1974 graduate
consultant

of Westminster Anderson

was

active in Alpha Nu

chapter there. Working wiih chapters, the new staff
member sees his goal as "...a desire to see Alpha

Sigma Phi revitalized where necessary, from both
the standpoints of internal development and of
strengthening the lines of interaction among
chapters;'
Burns, Blankenship, Hall and Erwin

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity has presented a spe
cial Order of Inter-fraternity Service award to Ralph
F. Burns, executive secretary of Alpha Sigma Phi.

The presentation

was

made at that

fraternity's

national convention in Knoxville, Tennessee.
"

The award is conferred upon those ...who have
contributed outstanding service in the betterment
of all college fraternal organizations;"
In part, the award recognized Brother Burns
for his long service to Alpha Sigma Phi. His past
presidency of the Fraternity Executives Association,
his past presidency of the College Fraternity
Editors Association and the active role he has

played
were

in the National

all cited

Interfraternity Conference

the presentation.

during
Alpha is

Lambda Chi

one of the countrys
largest fraternities. More than 600 members

attended the Knoxville convention, n
Chapter Consultant Anderson

Ralph Burns shows GSP George Trubow (left)
the Lambda Chi Alpha award.

The economy

He went to work with T. Rowe Price who felt that
the investment

counseling and brokerage busi
should be separated and set up the firm in
1938, starting out as an adviser for individuals.

nesses

The separation theory is still held by the Rowe
Price Associates, although its an unpopular stand
on Wall Street where profits from
managing port
Shaeffer

folios help underwrite trading losses.
"It's common sense, says Shaeffer. "A doctor
"

A Brother sees some

shouldn't

own a

drugstore

good signs

selling
buy and

stock and also

to

Worried about the economy?
Who isn't� and with good cause.
But Alpha Sig Charles W. Shaeffer
good signs ahead.

.

.

conflict of interest when the

and there

.

same

advice

offering

s a

firm is
on

real

buying

or

what stocks

sell"

Branch offices of T. Rowe Price Associates

are

maintained in

Washington and New York, mainly for
investment counseling work. The Washington office,
for example, was recently named by the United Mine

sees some

Like lower interest rates, abatement in the rapid
rate of inflation and excellent earnings growth of

Workers to manage its welfare and retirement fund
portfolio of $45.7 million in common stocks. "Com

portfolio companies.

petence and "integrity

"

When Brother Shaeffer
should be

good signs, it

sees

reassuring. Because

"

he is chairman of

T Rowe Price Associates, Inc. His firm operates
three big common stock funds, including the largest

sionals).

an

A "candidates committee

about Brother

headquartered in

The entire investment counsel and mutual fund
industries have recognized Brother Shaeffer's
abilities. He is currently president of the No-Load
Mutual Fund Association and has served

.

this

means

as

presi

dent of the Investment Counsel Association of

Inflationary trends will be built into price, earnings
and dividends bases and then normal growth for
corporations can resume.
.

meets

sometimes with outside speakers, to review

$8 billion of other people's holdings to manage.
Inflation, he feels, will remain high but won't
keep growing at the fast pace of the last eight years.

.

"

regularly,
longterm economic trends, shorter-term developments
and to pick the industries where growth will occur
next. Then the analysts are assigned to find out
about companies in these selected industries.

asset value

Baltimore, is the largest independent investment
counseling firm in the U. S., with some $6 billion to

"If I'm correct

con

centrated in the Baltimore offices, where most of the

Shaeffer.
T Rowe Price Associates,

given for

at Rowe Price is

That is the T. Rowe Price Growrth Stock Fund

ranging over $1 billion.
Superlatives seem to swirl

reasons

firm's 300 employees work (including 1 1 5 profes

no-load mutual fund in the world.
with 199,000 stockholders and

the

were

choosing the firm.
Research on companies

America. D

the most difficult

-^

things for investors to reckon with in the future is
inflation, Brother Shaeffer said in a recent news-

\

"

1

paper interview. But stocks, he feels, will be good
hedges against inflation so long as companies se

lected have earnings growths that exceed the annual
rate of inflation. Investors cannot
rates of return from Treasury bills
corporate bonds, he points out.

Shaeffer became
He then

graduated

an

get the necessary
or even long-term

Alpha Sig

at Penn State.

from Harvard Business School

in 1935.
He classified himself as
investing philosophy. "I had

a

'maverick

"

on

a strong motivation
and kept none be
my father made money easily
dedicated
I've
my life to it."
cause of poor investing.
.

.

.
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From The Gazette:

Chapter round-up
college chapters are involved in
wide
of
a
activities. A sampling from the pages
range
of The Gazette, the new chapter publication of the
Fraternity gives some idea of the diversity:
Gamma Phi at Concord College� founded in
May 1966� just celebrated the milestone of adding
Brother #100. The chapter undertook the painting of
the jail in the community of Princeton, W. Va. as a
service project.
Gamma Upsilon at Eastern Michigan has just
The "Old Gal's"

moved into

a new

six bedroom house at 208 Normal

Drive, Ypsilanti.
Beta lota at Tufts set

a

record when 80% of the

chapter's membership made the dean's list.
Phi, Iowa State, is presenting a series of

visiting
speakers on a wide range of subjects: bridge, eti
quette, parliamentary procedure and sex education.
The chapter has issued dinner invitations to various
symphony orchestra members.
Penn State has

a

refurnished house thanks to

graduate Brothers who have formed a special Black
Lantern Club to support the chapter
Beta Epsilon, Lehigh University, got to work on
its scholarship and went from a 15th place ranking

23 West William Street

Delaware, Ohio 4301 5
Second Class Postage Paid
at Athens, Ohio 45701
The Tomahawk

is

mailed to the home ad

undergraduate members. If the
man named at right is no longer in college
and not living at home, please send us his
dress of all

new

permanent address

All members

are

requested

to advise the

executive offices of any errors in names
or addresses for themselves or changes
on

Brothers they may know.

place slot among 31 fraternities on its cam
pus. .and in just one semester!
Beta Chi at American presented a "Distinguished

to a fifth

Alumni Award to Sen. James Allen of Alabama and
"

held

a

reception in his honor

Gamma Zeta, Bowling Green, has established
Little Sister program. The group is known as the

a

"Lil'Sigs;'
Beta Sigma, Cincinnati, has pushed its scholastic
average up to a chest-thumping 3.0.
Alpha Chi, Coe, has redecorated its house on
the inside and out.
Beta Mu, Wake Forest, has sponsored a seminar
for freshmen, conducted by consultants, on

education,

on

"Learning how

to learn;'

Gamma Chi, Indiana University, has remodeled
its pledge program. Pledges are now called Asso
ciate Members. And AM's are encouraged to become
involved in total chapter affairs, not just in pledge
activities. A nightly 4-hour study hall is conducted.
And each AM class carries out several projects,
including one that is community service oriented.
Alpha Psi, Presbyterian, is sponsoring a child

through the Save-the-Children Federation.

